We define a model category structure on a slice category of simplicial spaces, called the "Segal group action" structure, whose fibrant-cofibrant objects may be viewed as representing spaces X with an action of a given Segal group (i.e. a group-like, reduced Segal space). We show that this model structure is Quillen equivalent to the projective model structure on G-spaces, S BG , where G is a simplicial group corresponding to the Segal group. One advantage of this model is that if we start with an ordinary group action X ∈ S BG and apply a weakly monoidal endofunctor of spaces L ∶ S → S (such as localization or completion) on each simplicial degree of its associated Segal group action we get a new Segal group action of LG on LX which can then be rigidified via the above-mentioned Quillen equivalence.
Introduction
The purpose of this note is to give a model-categorical framework to an existing notion, defined and studied in [Pre] for the ∞-category of spaces under the name "homotopy action" and which will be referred here as Segal group action. Segal group actions are an incarnation of the notion of "∞-principal bundles", developed in [NSS] for an arbitrary ∞-topos, in the special case of the ∞-topos of spaces. In other words, a Segal group action is a model for an action of an ∞-group G, i.e., a space which is (suitably) equivalent to a loop space on a space X up to coherent homotopy. Specifically, such an 'action' is a map of simplicial spaces A • → B • , in which A 0 ≃ X, the codomain B • is a Segal group for G (in that G ≃ B 1 ), and, as the name suggests, additional 'Segal-like' conditions are satisfied.
Given a Segal group B • , we shall construct a model category structure on the slice category sS B • whose fibrant-cofibrant objects are the Segal group actions. Using the diagonal functor d * ∶ sS → S, we can also consider the canonical model structure on S d * B • induced by slicing under the Kan-Quillen model structure. For B • as above, we further show that
constitutes a Quillen equivalence between these two model structures. By composing with a Quillen equivalence induced by a "rigidification map" and the Quillen equivalence of [DFK] , the above-mentioned equivalence shows that the Segal group action model structure is Quillen equivalent to the projective model structure on S BG (where G is a simplicial group satisfying BG ≃ d * B • ), in which weak equivalences (resp. fibrations) are the maps whose underlying map of spaces is a weak equivalence (resp. fibration).
We may think of a Segal group action A • → B • as a coherent action of the ∞-group whose underlying homotopy type is B 1 on the space A 0 . One technical advantage of Segal group actions is their invariance under a weakly monoidal endofunctor of spaces, namely, a functor L ∶ S → S which preserves weak equivalences, contractible objects and finite products up to equivalence (e.g. localization, completion, map S (C, −) etcetera). Applying such a functor on each simplicial degree yields a new a Segal group action LA • → LB • , now thought of as a coherent action of the ∞-group whose underlying homotopy type is LB 1 on the space LA 0 .
Related work
This work complements the treatment of the notion of "homotopy actions" that was developed in [Pre] . In the meantime, two related works came out. The first is the work of [NSS] , which develops, in the context of an ∞-topos, what they called "principal ∞-bundles". Since the two notions have identical (∞-categorical) diagramatic descriptions, Segal group actions constitute a modelcategorical presentation of principal ∞-bundles. The second related work was published recently as [ELS] . There the authors develop the notion of an "A ∞ -action" in an operadic manner and thus provide a model for an action of an ∞-monoid on a space. Although the work in [ELS] does not give a modelcategorical framework, it does provide a rigidification result which resembles the one in this paper.
Preliminaries
(a) In this note, a space will always mean a simplicial set. Let S (resp. S 0 ) be the category of simplicial sets (resp. reduced simplicial sets) and sS the category of simplicial spaces; we shall denote an object of sS with values [n] ↦ X n by X • . We let c ∶ Set → S be the discrete space functor and c * ∶ S → sS the functor induced by post-composition with c. One may view a simplicial set K as a level-wise discrete simplicial space by considering c * K. On the other hand, such K may be viewed as a constant simplicial space which has K in each degree; we shall denote the latter by K again.
(b) The category sS is a simplicial category; for X, Y ∈ sS we let
denote the mapping space. It has the property that for a simplicial set K, and simplicial spaces X, Y,
where map S (−, −) is the mapping space of S. If ∆ n ∈ S is the standard nsimplex, then, by the Yoneda lemma for bisimplicial sets, c * ∆ n gives rise to the n-th space functor in that
(c) The category sS is also cartesian closed; for X, Y ∈ sS there is an internalhom object Y X ∈ sS with the property
A routine check shows that for a space K and a simplicial space X, the two possible meanings for X K coincide.
(d) By a model category structure we mean a bicomplete category satisfying Quillen's axioms [Qui] and having functorial factorizations.
(e) We let sS Reedy denote the Reedy model structure on simplicial spaces (see [Ree] ). This makes sS into a simplicial combinatorial model category, in which a map X → Y in sS is a Reedy fibration if for each n ≥ 1,
is a Kan fibration.
(f) It is well-known that the Reedy and the injective model structures coincide on sS (see [GJ, IV.3, Theorem 3.8] (g) Similarly, for a fixed space B, the Kan-Quillen model structure induces a (simplicial, combinatorial) model structure on the slice category, denoted (S B) KQ , of which all objects are cofibrant and the fibrant objects are precisely Kan fibrations A ↠ B. As before, if B was a Kan complex, it follows that for every fibrant object A ↠ B, the domain A is a Kan complex.
(i) There is an adjunction (see [Kan] )
where B is the classifying space functor (often denoted by W) and G is the Kan loop group. Furthermore, as the pair 1.0.1 is in fact a Quillen equivalence, all objects in S 0 are cofibrant and all objects in sGp are fibrant, the counit map of this adjunction BGK → K is a weak equivalence. The category S 0 is a reflective subcategory of S, with the left adjoint of the pair
defined by identifying all the 0-simplicies. Thus, for a (0-)connected space K, the unit map K →K is a weak equivalence. For a connected space K, we shall refer to the composite of these equivalences ρ ∶ K →K → BGK as the rigidification. The counterpart of the rigidification map relates the loop functor Ω ∶= map * (S 1 , −) ∶ S 0 → S 0 to the Kan loop group.
(j) For every Kan complex K ∈ S 0 one has a weak equivalence ΩK ∼ → GK. Thus, we define an ∞-group to be a triple (G, BG, η) where G is a space, BG is a pointed connected space and η ∶ G ≃ → ΩBG is a weak equivalence. We will often refer to G itself as an ∞-group when BG and η are clear from the context.
We say that the composite
(k) On the other hand, one can present an ∞-group G as a group-like reduced Segal space, henceforth referred to as a Segal group. The latter 2 , is a Reedy fibrant simplicial space B • for which B 0 ≃ * , the Segal maps
2 Notice the slight deviation from the original definition in [Seg] are equivalences and the monoid π 0 B 1 is a group. Given an ∞-group G, a Segal group for G is a Segal group B • together with an equivalence G ∼ → B 1 .
(l) A homotopy fiber sequence is a sequence of spaces X → Y → Z having a null-homotopic composite and such that the associated map to the homotopy fiber X → F h (Y → Z) is a weak equivalence.
(m) For a simplicial group G, we denote by BG the simplicial groupoid associated to G. We can then consider the category of simplicial functors S BG and we shall refer to an object X ∈ S BG as a G-space. We shall refer to the projective model structure on the category of G-spaces as the Borel model structure and denote it by S BG Borel . In other words, this model structure has as weak equivalences (resp. fibrations) the G-maps X → X ′ which are weak equivalences (resp. fibrations) in S KQ . The cofibrant objects of (S BG ) Borel are precisely the spaces with a free G-action. Thus, given X ∈ S BG , a model for its cofibrant replacement is X × EG (where EG ∶= WG is the free contractible G-space) and the homotopy quotient X G ∶= X × G EG may be viewed as the right derived functor of the quotient
Every G-space X gives rise to the Borel (homotopy) fibre sequence 
Segal group actions
With the growing use of ∞-categories, grows the need for "flexible" models of group actions together with a "rigidification". Proof. If there was a functor M(−, n) ∶ Ab → S, it would induce, for every group G, an "equivariant Moore space" functor
but [Car] shows that there are many (discrete) groups G (e.g. all non-cyclic groups) for which such a functor cannot exist. Similarly, if there was an ∞-
it would induce, for any discrete group G, an ∞-functor
But the latter may be rigidified to a(n ordinary) functor
which cannot exist by [Car] .
Of course, in order to get hands-on calculations, it is useful to have a presentation of Fun ∞ (N(G), N(S)) as a model category. One such model is the Borel model structure on S BG and another is the slice model structure S BG (see 1.1). The advantage of the first is that it gives a direct access to the group and the space on which it acts but its disadvantage is that one cannot work with a "flexible" model of the group, e.g., ΩBG nor the space. In the second model the roles switch in that one may take any space of the homotopy type of BG but there is no direct access to the group G nor to the space on which it acts (which can only be obtained after taking homotopy fiber). As we shall see below, Segal group actions, have, to certain extent, both advantages since on the one hand a Segal group is a flexible model for a simplicial group, and on the other hand, Segal group actions have the homotopy types of the group G and the space on which it (coherently) acts as part of their initial data. We shall make use of this advantage to obtain the invariance property of Segal group actions under weak monoidal functors (see 4. Example 2. Let G be a simplicial group and X a (right) G-space. The Bar construction [May, §7] provides, up to a Reedy fibrant replacement, a Segal group action Bar
are given by the identity and (x, g 1 , ..., g n ) ↦ (xg 1 ⋯g n , g 1 , ..., g n ) (respectively). 
defined for all pairs (n, σ) where n ≥ 1 and σ ∶ c * ∆ n → B • . (2) of definition 3.1. Unwinding the definitions, we see that
This in turn is the map of associated fibers on vertical arrows in the square
with the horizontal maps being either α * 0 or α * n . The equivalence 3.0.2 is precisely the homotopy cartesianess of 3.0.3, which in turn is just the condition that
In light of 1.1, we would like to compare
Before that, it is worth verifying that the latter indeed models the Borel homotopy theory:
• is a 0-connected Kan complex so that ρ is a weak equivalence between fibrant-cofibrant objects.
That settled, we proceed with a Lemma 3.4. Let C, D be categories and
an adjoint pair. Then for every object c ∈ C there is an induced adjunction on slice categories
where U c is defined by applying U and then pulling back along the unit 1 ⇒ UF.
The above lemma is applied directly to our case. By abuse of notation, we shall denote the induced adjunction on slice categories as before:
We are now at state to formulate the main assertion of this note:
is a Quillen equivalence.
We begin with a simple but crucial 
We would like to use Corollary 3.8 as a stepping stone in order to prove that 3.0.5 is indeed a Quillen pair. For this, we use the simplicial structure as follows. Since left Bousfield localization does not change the class of cofibrations, it is clear that d
The proof of Proposition 3.10 relies on a folklore result which we address first.
Lemma 3.11. For a simplicial group G and G-spaces X, Y, Z ∈ S
BG , the map
is a weak equivalence.
Proof. We have a map of (homotopy) fiber sequences
and it is thus enough to show that
Taking homotopy limits of all rows and then of the resulting column, gives X × h Y Z and taking homotopy limits of all columns and then of the resulting row, gives F h (p). The result now follows from commutation of homotopy limits. 3.10 . By Ken Brown's lemma,
Proof of
preserves fibrant objects and it is thus left to verify that for a fibrant object
The n-th level of P n is the pullback
The rigidification procedure of the ∞-group B 1 yields a weak equivalence d * B • ≃ → BG for a simplicial group G and we let X be the homotopy fiber F h (A → BG). By Theorem 1.1, we have X G ≃ A so that the square 3.0.7 is equivalent to 
where G acts on G n+1 via the inclusion to the last coordinate G → G n+1 . By Lemma 3.11 we can write
(the last equivalence here is a straightforward identification) so that the equivalence is indeed induced by the projection maps (π n , p). Since P 0 ≃ X and the face maps d i of P n are defined via the above-mentioned pullbacks, it follows that the maps of 2.1 (2) are indeed weak equivalences. 
Invariance properties of Segal group actions
In equivariant homotopy theory one often applies constructions to spaces with a group action. Of course, for a G-space X, and an endofunctor of spaces L ∶ S → S there is no canonical group action on LX. However, many functors under consideration often satisfy additional properties such as the following. Example 3. For convenience, we mention a few common weakly monoidal endofunctors of spaces:
